
  September 2017 Compliments  
 
 

PPLD – “I am so glad we have the library!  I don’t know what I’d do without it.” 
 
Linda Fuqua-Jones and Gwenda Rosebush Palmer Lake Library (Referenced in acknowledgements in a 
book!) – I must thank you for your dedication to readers, tolerance for my chattiness and rowdy 
children, and for the covered bridge popcorn tin --- Given at a much-needed moment in my drafting 
process. 
 
Cheyenne Branch – I am so glad we have the library!  I don’t know what I’d do without it. 
 
Tiffany Fitzpatrick and Alicia Gomori (LI Children’s) from SarahEllen Hickle (LI Children’s) – Sending a 
big Thank You to Tiffany Fitzpatrick and Alicia Gomori for handling an unexpected Boy Scout tour at 21C 
with professionalism and aplomb at the end of August! 
 
Karol Fischer (EA Circ) – Karol has helped me pick out DVD’s/movies that good family films.  There are 
too many R-Rated movies – and I don’t like them.  Karol has helped me find several good movies!  I’m 
glad the library has them available. 
 
Manitou Springs Library - A couple from Arlington, VA toured the Manitou Springs Library; they visit 
Carnegie libraries wherever they go. She is a children's librarian there and her average Story Time is 400 
children! She likes the connection that librarians make with the patrons at smaller libraries.  She said to 
Susan about MA, "This is what a library should be.” 
 
Keagan Kellogg (SA) – I have taken 3 classes now with Keagan, M.S. Publisher, M.S. Excel 1& 2, He’s a 
great teacher very patient & informative the classes all were fun & I really learned a lot Thank you so 
much! 
– Keagan Kellogg is my new hero!! I can for his Excel I class yesterday kicking and screaming.  He was so 
fun and his instruction was so clear that I returned the next day for excel II.  I’d recommend this class to 
anyone! 
- I want to thank Keagan Kellogg for the Excel Classes I attended.  He did an excellent job going 
over topics and helping when we messed up.  Thanks for you service to the community. 
 
Cameron Landreth (IT) from Amber Cox (EA AS) - Last Friday afternoon, my work PC started glitching 
and went to the black screen death after a reboot. I had gotten into the habit of saving my files to the 
computer’s My Documents, so I quickly panicked about all the lost work. But Cameron in IT worked 
magic this week and saved all of my files! He built a brand new PC for me and got all the files transferred 
by Thursday, which was quite the feat considering the extended holiday weekend. I’m so incredibly 
appreciative of the extra work he put into salvaging my files, and now I will be sure to save them all to 
the U drive!  
 
Amber Cox (AS East) from Karin Huxman (AS East) - I’d just like to give a shout out to Amber Cox here 
at East. She showed very quick, professional, outside the box thinking today when faced with two large 
groups scheduled into the same space at the same time. She managed to move groups around in order 
to make everyone happy on a very busy Saturday. And stayed calm and professional in the face of some 
very unhappy people. Thank you, Amber. 
 



Wasted Wisdom (Geeks who Drink Event) 
- Isabel Soto Luna (Foundation) from Dee Cromeens (Foundation Officer) – Big thanks to 

Development Associate Isabel Soto Luna for making this happen!  Almost 200 Geeks competed 
for fun prizes while they learned a lot about the Library.  Thanks to all the volunteers who kept 
pace with all the pieces of the event so that it all worked so smoothly. 

- I must thank all of the staff and volunteers that made it all happen, Dee Cromeens 
(Foundation), John Spears (Everywhere) , Dawn Ouradnik (Finance), Jori Agres, Jen Kniffen, 
Terry Zarsky (PE AS), Sandy Hancock, Tammy Sayles (PE AS), Jennifer Geering, Asha Kurian, 
Mikayla Lucero, Shawn Yasutake, Melissa Schloesser (C3), Liz Willhoff (C3), Ben Dahlby (C3), 
Pamela Brogaard (LI Circulation), Megan Burnett, Nancy Hockersmith (LI Circulation), Danny 
Walter (CEOO), and James Krebs (CEOO).  

-  
 
Cheyenne Mountain Library – We appreciate the kind and helpful staff always so willing to be able to 
help us.  Love all the xtra services and programs you provide.  Unlike the librarys of our childhood so 
many nice activities available. 
 
Pat Burge (HO) from Joe Chester (HO) – Just want to say how grateful I am to work with Pat Burge.  
Many of our shifts are busy evenings with less staff, yet Pat just seems to be everywhere: customer 
desk, computer lab, returns and always watchful of our vulnerable patrons.  I know the Holley patrons 
we serve appreciate Pat just as much as I. 
 
Dawn Ouradnik (Finance) from Lisa Ward (MLS) – Thank you to Dawn Ouradnik.  She is diligent in her 
work, making sure everyone gets paid correctly.  She is calm with questions and kind with mistakes, no 
matter how much extra work it causes her.  Thank you, Dawn! 
 
Bill Wheeler (MLS) from Lisa Ward (MLS) – We needed a high quality picture of our Lobby Stop Van for 
a promotional bookmark.  Bill Wheeler researched the perfect background, flexed time during the week 
and came in on his regular day off to drive the Lobby Stop Van to Garden of the Gods and then took a 
gorgeous picture.  Thank you, Bill! 
 
Repair Café staff and volunteers - “Thank you George & Jim for your time and resources and for 
patiently explaining electrical concepts in layman’s terms. Thank you to the library for hosting Repair 
Cafés! Big fan.” I’m a Repair Café groupie. Thank you for offering these. It has been an inspiration to me 
-- since I went to the first one it’s changed the way I think about repairs. I didn’t realize I had so many 
broken items. I didn’t want to just throw them out, but I didn’t want to donate broken items either.” She 
told me that she feels empowered to fix her own items now, which is great feedback to hear! 
 
High Prairie Branch – You have such a nice library and the ladies that help are wonderful to work with.  I 
look forward to spending more time at the library as I get organized for my move to Peyton. 
 
Krista Meier (Collection Management) – Thank you so much, Krista.  I am a retired librarian from 
Anchorage, Alaska, and my son works at the Sand Creek Branch.  I am so impressed with the way PPLD 
functions. 
 
Theresa Keane (PE Circ.) and Corrie Van Bemden (sub) – Thank you for helping with a phone and 
hotspot issue (from a patron). 
 
Rockrimmon Library Staff - A patron stopped by the Help Desk and said he wanted to thank us for the 
help we had given him on the computers and he appreciated being able to come to the library to 
complete applications to find a job. 
 



Melissa Schloesser (C3) from Heidi Buljung (AS PE) – Huge thanks to Melissa for keeping all of 
these handouts updated! (referencing CyberShelf Handouts). 
 
PPLD – I used Brain Fuse, Help Now last year!  It’s Fantastic!  They helped me get 100 on my test! 
(Heard from a teen patron at an outreach.) 
 
Children’s PE - I do a lot of traveling from California to Washington, D.C. and have never met a group 
of librarians like Colorado Springs (Children’s PE).  Honestly the most helpful individuals in America and 
my family wouldn’t have bene able to be acclimated to the community if it wasn’t for them.  The stress 
and uncertainty was lifted off my family’s shoulder by bright and helpful smiles, every morning, we can’t 
wait to engage with the staff.  Colorado Springs has a true gem, shining like a light with resourceful 
information.  PS. Thank you Judy Voorhees!  Sincerely the Bell family. 
 
Katie Smith (CH) – Here’s a shout out to Katy Smith with PPLD!  Thank you for your time and effort 
today to foster a love of reading with our students.  I felt the positive energy and saw the smiles on all 
50 faces!  My teammate and I are so appreciative.  See you next year!  ( From Facebook) 
 
Chris McKenzie (PE Circ) from Rebecca Operhall (PE AS) - I am doing a Banned Book display at Penrose 
and Chris noted that many of the books had book group sets available for checkout -- and offered to 
throw something together for me.  Later that day, she sent me a custom made sign for the display with 
all the related book sets.  I really appreciate her help; it added a great opportunity to promote our book 
sets to the display. 
 
Penrose Library - He stopped to tell me what a good experience he had at the Penrose Library. 
Visited several Departments, Computer Lab and Reference, Special Collections, Circulation and Adult 
Services over a two day period. He was happy to share how nice and welcoming everyone had been. 
Smiles and helpful all around. Thought it was the (Nicest) library he had ever experienced. 
 
Becca Cruz (C3) & Amber Cox (EA AS) from Tammy Sayles (PE AS) - I really need to thank Becca Cruz 
and Amber Cox for all of their help with the CAL Conference planning.  They have answered my call for 
technical support to convert logos to .png files. Amber did an amazing job creating the CAL 125th 
Anniversary logo, and they both worked really hard to spend a gift certificate down to $.11.  They were a 
vital part of the conference planning committee, and I am really thankful to have their support.   
 
Special Collections – My experience here today was outstanding in the Carnegie/research area.  The 
staff was extremely helpful and kind.  I appreciate everything.  Thank you so much! 
 
Cheyenne Branch Book Group - "I just think this is so awesome! You're elevating a book club by bringing 
in a local organization to talk about how / what you read in the book is relevant to the community." 
 
Susan, Cassie, and Karen (Ute Pass Library) - Just wanted to share something with you about the staff at 
our community library. I work from home and as a result frequent the library for research, computer 
use, copies, etc. I'd just like to compliment Susan, Cassie, and especially Karen.  She is ALWAYS friendly, 
helpful.  These three ladies are wonderful!  Just wanted to let you know that if we could have her here 
daily, I wouldn't complain! Thanks Margaret! It's great to know that my former elementary school (and 
my dad's school) is still being used to educate kids! 
 
Rockrimmon Branch (From a Library Card Sign Up Display) – Favorite Resources to access with your 
PPLD Library card? The Librarians! And Joyce  
 
Jamie Wagner and Joe Chester (HO) – Just want to thank you both for assisting me with an item I 
thought I turned in.  Joe searched the library to no avail and place a ‘claim check’ on the item.  I found 



the item and returned it to Penrose Library with no problem – I am so appreciative of the Ruth Holley 
Library – Thank you!! 
 
Justin Philbrick (IT) and Rich Egan and David Nagle (Facilities) from Joy Fleishhacker (EA Children’s) - 
Many thanks to Justin Philbrick (IT) for figuring out and implementing the best possible method for 
securing our desktop computers to the carrels in the Educational Resource Center (ERC), where we have 
a had a problem with screens toppling over. We appreciate your persistence and careful planning. 
Appreciations are also extended to Rich Egan and David Nagle from Facilities for their help in locating 
the appropriate hardware and installation. Our ERC patrons are thrilled to have the computers up and 
running. 
 
Interlibrary Loan – I appreciate your ILL.  I wouldn’t be able to afford these books! 
 
Theresa Keane (PE Circ) and PE Circ staff – A patron approached me at the PE Circ desk and said that 
Theresa was a joy to talk to and that we are all very helpful here @ Penrose circulation. 
 
Kristen Brown (PE Childrens) - Thank you so much for going the extra mile for me.  Heather loved Ivy 
and Bean.  This morning was like Christmas, finding all your selections at the Westside Library. It is such 
a thrill for me to realize that these are available for my challenged youngsters.  I can now see a path for 
her brother to start the process of reading as well.  This not my first trip to the library!  But you took the 
time to bring me up to speed in exactly the area that my current two children need.  I am so grateful to 
you for taking the time to help me. 
 
RA Email Team - Thanks so much for the great recommendations! I can't wait to check then out! 
 
Adam Clotfelter (IT) from Jenny Pierce (IT) - Last night, at my  request, Adam rebooted the ILS server.  I 
did testing in Workflows after the reboot and later checked to be sure the online catalog was also 
working after the reboot.  It wasn’t.   Adam did troubleshooting while I was on the phone with SirsiDynix 
tech support.  I greatly appreciated his assistance and willingness to help until the problem was fixed at 
1am.    
 
Sarah Nagle (C3) from Tina Lewis (LI Children’s) - Thank you for your kind and knowledgeable help with 
sewing the Grow a Reader Kit bags on the Embroidery Machine. You helped me create a quality product 
that looks professional when our patrons check these kits out. Sarah, you are always so patient and 
really understand the C3 Equipment and how to teach others. 
 
Library 21c Security - I would like to give a very big thanks to our 21c security as Children's always 
receives an immediate response to our needs in the department. Thank you so much security at 21c! 
 
PPLD from Twitter - Omg I love the Libby app! This is the best thing ever! Bye, Kindle! All I need is this 
app. Thanks @ppld 
 
PPLD from Google Review - We miss you PPLD.  
Your amazing East View, 
doll houses, class selections, 
children’s sections with live music and interactive story time too. 
Not to make light of your sprawling collection,  
And wonderful staff both paid and volunteers, 
You gave our family so much to look forward to for many years.  
Our communities were inter connected thru you.  
We even made new friends on snowy afternoons.  



No other library so far has compared to you. You’re a tough act to follow PPLD, it’s very difficult to fill 
your shoes.  
It really stinks but, we had to move. 
And after several years of being away,  
Still, we really miss you PPLD,  
We really do. 
 
Carol Scheer (PE Children’s) - I just wanted to give a little shout-out to Carol Scheer, Children’s Library 
Associate a PE.  She is always so helpful and willing to go out of her way to help me out.  She is an 
amazing co-worker and so kind! 
 
Britt Bloom (EA Adult Services) from Trent Templeton (EA Adult Services) - Britt ran up to the 2nd floor 
computer lab from her off-desk tasks to troubleshoot and resolve a technical issue with a hot spot 
device.  Probably 5 of us staff were stumped and Britt had the answer. This is typical of Britt!  She has 
helped me many times in like fashion.  Thank you Britt! 
 
Gayle Meredith (EA Children’s) - One of the families noted that this was the best session she has 
attended in her 24 years of homeschooling.  She was re-energized and wanted more. (from a patron at a 
Homeschool outreach) 
 
Lisa Ward (MLS) from MA Staff - MA staff sends a huge shout-out of THANKS to Lisa Ward and the 
Mobile Library Services. She brought a van over to Manitou Springs to be in the MSHS Homecoming 
Parade and give an extra boost to Alison and her teens/tweens that walked alongside passing out 
yellow/green Mardi Gras beads. Lisa was all decked out in our school colors and added much to the 
success of our parade participation. Thanks, Lisa! 
 
Keagan Kellogg (SA) from Margaret Morris (MA) - Margaret Morris (MA) sends a huge THANK YOU to 
Keagan Kellogg (SA) who definitely ROCKS! He very kindly came to my aid when I went to SA to pick up 
leftover (painting) rocks behind the library. He cut a huge piece of plastic to fit in the back of my car for 
protection, then helped load it up with wet rocks. Did I mention it was a cold, rainy day? Thanks Keagan! 
You’re awesome in my book! 
 
Thank you for the Sand Creek Makerspace and Recording Studio Opening - We celebrated the 
completion of construction and the new spaces last week with 6 days of events, Open Houses, and a 
Block Party sponsored by Comcast. Comcast also provided us with the seed money that enabled us to 
purchase most of the equipment for both the Makerspace and Recording Studio. All this happened 
thanks to the hard work and hustling of Dee Cromeens and the Foundation. 
 
We couldn’t have pulled off such a crazy week without all of your support. Thanks for all the 
cheerleading and good vibes that were sent our way last week and over the summer as we lived in a 
construction zone. 
 
Specifically, we’d like to thank the following folks for showing up and helping our patrons enjoy the 
celebrations – Nancy Maday (Children’s), Ruth Venable (Children’s-EA), Britt Bloom (Teens-EA), 
Meagan Huber (Teens-EA), Joe Kliche (MA), Alison Reed (MA), Mark Fletcher (FO), Lourdes Chinea (FO), 
Mary Gapko (FO), Manny Minjarez (FO), Susan Simpson (HO), Delaina Massie (AS-EA), Tim Blevins 
(Special Collections), Barb Keiser (AS-21c), Melissa Schloesser (C3-21c), Jason Kowell (C3-21c), Drew 
Hart (MO/PA), Tiffany Paisley (CH), Terry Zarsky (AS-PE), James Krebs (Studio 21c), Danny Walter 
(Studio 21c), and Mobile Library Services for assisting in a big outreach in Fountain last week.…thank 
you also to all the supervisors that made it work to share folks last week!  (and I’m totally sorry if I 
missed thanking someone – I’m still in zombie-mode from all the festivities last week) 
 



Construction and partying wouldn’t have been possible without Gary Syling and his team. Domingo 
Ruiz, Dave Nagle, and John Rubolino ran around all last week delivering kits, trash cans, garden hose, 
canopies and lots of much needed trash talk.  
 
Mike Varnet, Tatiana Zonte, Dana Austin and Merry Zumwalt helped us navigate the financial side of 
everything and had all our vendors paid on time, if not early! 
 
John Spears gave us the freedom to design spaces relevant to our community. Lynne Proctor gave us 
moral support and her valuable time attending planning meetings. Our entire Leadership Team really 
got a workout last week  -- they helped us get through the week by attending events and performing a 
wide variety of tasks – including guarding the baking contest table, serving as bartenders (at our donor 
appreciation night, rumor has it Janice McPherson makes a wicked margarita!), making countless trips 
to Sam’s Club, burrito delivery, and breaking down 30+ tables and about 18 tents in a monsoon.  Special 
“thank you” to Sean Anglum – he got us hot dogs and port-a-potties and comic relief….among MANY 
other things.  
 
Our most successful Open House of the week was planned by the students, volunteers and teachers of 
the Adult Education Department. Our Cultural Celebration attracted about 300 people. All activities 
were planned by students excited to show off a craft, food, music, story, or dance from their own 
culture. It was a joyful night – Thanks to Teona Shainidze-Krebs, Lacey Miller, Steve Andreorio, Kyle 
Beargeon, Michael Bittner, Carole Craven, Deya Rohe and Rukhsana Sher. Sand Creek owes its daily 
success and our success during Grand Opening to all the work that Adult Education does to serve our 
community. 
 
This whole construction process was truly a team effort. Not only did the staff at Sand Creek live 
through about 3 months of chaos, but the Fountain staff lived through it in their own way. They stepped 
up and helped their Sand Creek friends last week at various events. They graciously excused my 
absences and kept Fountain running seamlessly this summer. They also stepped in at outreaches and 
meetings in my place. The Fountain staff are amazing, looking forward to getting back into my routine of 
pestering (um, working with) them. 
 
And, lastly, the Sand Creek staff….thank you for making this place so special for our patrons and each 
other. We may have actually moved every book in the building and every piece of furniture at some 
point over the summer (some pieces daily). We also had a 7 foot deep pit in the backroom for about a 
week (which is oddly missed now). Sand Creek staff rolled with all the changes – expected and 
unexpected.  The Makerspace and Recording Studio would not have happened without the dedication, 
vision, and hard work of Sara Sharples, Keagan Kellogg, Jordan Newby, Melissa Simmons, and Becca 
Cruz (a Creeker at heart). Lisa Garcia effortlessly managed the chaos with minimal eye rolling when I 
asked for schedule changes minutes after a fresh schedule was posted. 
 
And it all happened under the able, enthusiastic, imaginative, and just plain hard working Abby Simpson 
(SA & FO)!!!!!! 
 
PPLD – My husband and I have lived here for 18 years.  Prior, we were up in Boulder, CO and even 
Charleston, West Virginia.  The one thing I never realized about this library system is how highly ranked 
you are! You even have your own TV channel.  I may not have been the best model patron, but I just 
wanted to let you know, I much appreciate your library system. 
 
Jenny Gaechter (MA) - From Margaret at MA: This is a fun shout-out to Jenny at MA: The day after her 
chocolate program, which was celebrating Roald Dahl’s banned books and specifically Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory at Family Fun, a child was overheard saying, “That’s the library that you can make 
chocolate at.” The child’s friend replied, “That’s so cool!”  



I say, “Thanks, Jenny, for making our library cool!” 
 
Bethany Geiger (PE AS), Brady Nickerson (LI Children’s), Betty McDonald (EA Children’s), and Jeremiah 
Walter (CEOO) from Barb Huff (PE Children’s) - Thank you to Bethany Geiger, Brady Nickerson, Betty 
McDonald and Jeremiah Walter for helping me get the green screen learned and ready to take to an 
outreach at Academy for Advanced and Creative Learning.  You helped make 100 people very happy! 
 

 
Lucy says “Pumpkin Spice season is here!!” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


